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1. s 2. s 3. s 4. s 5. s 6. s 7. s 8. s

Theory and applications of microeconomics in enterprises (in English) 10 16

Scientific research in management (in English) 10 16

Current topics in management (in English) 10 16

Financial strategy and financial decision-making (in English) 10 16

Information systems in management (in English) 10 16

10 16
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Business Economics and Management

Economy and Management

part-time Form

Recommended study plan 

Study field:

Recommended study plan 

Creative activity in science

Compulsory elective course

Title of course

Study Part - Creative Activity - State Examinations

Total

Title of course

Study Part - Compulsory Elective Subjects

Total

Defence of the final (dissertation) thesis

State examination - Dissertation examination

People and corporate culture (in English)

Normative and descriptive theories of decision making (in English)

Advanced methods in sales strategy (in English)

Corporate value creation process management (in English)

Business economics (in English)

Pr
of

ile
 co

ur
se

s

Study programme:

Study plan for the 3rd degree of study 

PhD. study:

Total study part

Creative activities in the field of science*

Dissertation project and dissertation examination

Dissertation and its defence

Total



Category 

Foreign - scientific papers in other journals (ADE)
Scientific papers in other journals/peer-reviewed scientific proceedings/peer-reviewed scientific monographs

12

4

15
17,5
20
20

7,5
7,5
12

Domestic - published invited papers at scientific conferences (AFB) - +10 points/author - if the proceedings are accepted into
the Thomson Reuters database

Foreign - published papers at scientific conferences (AFC) - +10 points/author - if the proceedings are accepted into the
Thomson Reuters database

Foreign - published invited papers at scientific conferences (AFA) - +10 points/author - in case of acceptance of the
proceedings to the Thomson Reuters database

Other publications
Domestic - scientific papers in peer-reviewed scientific journals, monographs (AED)

Other foreign and domestic (abstracts, posters, textbook chapters, journal entries, journal papers, conference/non-conference 
proceedings, standards, chapters in fiction monographs/art translations, fiction works/translations, artistic translations in
conference proceedings, reviews in journals and conference proceedings, technical papers/translations in
journals/proceedings, compilations, works published with mass access) - AFE, AFF, AFG, AFH, AFK, AFL, BCK, BDB, BDF, BEF,
BFB, BGG, CBB, CDF, CED, EDI, EDJ, FAI, GHG

Home - chapters in university textbooks (ACD), chapters in professional books (BBB), professional papers in WoS/SCOPUS
registered journals (BDN)

Other foreign - abstracts, conference/non-conference proceedings, chapters in art monographs/art translations, art
works/translations, art translations in proceedings) - BDA, BDE, BEE, BFA, CBA, CDE, CEC

Foreign - chapters in university textbooks (ACC), chapters in professional book publications (BBA), professional papers in
WoS/SCOPUS registered journals (BDM)

Home - published papers at scientific conferences (AFD) - +10 points/author - if the proceedings are accepted into the
Thomson Reuters database

0,5

7,5

3

10,5

6

7,5

12

13,5

Domestic - scientific papers in other journals (ADF) 
Foreign - scientific papers in peer-reviewed scientific journals, monographs (AEC)

Credits
Content of the category of publication activity according to the "Decree of the Ministry of Education and Science of the 
Slovak Republic No. 456/2012 Coll."
Book publications in the character of a scientific monograph

Domestic - abstracts of CCC/WoS/SCOPUS scientific papers; CCC artistic works and translations; patent applications, etc. (AEH, 
AEN, CDD, AGJ)

Foreign - abstracts of CCC/WoS/SCOPUS scientific papers; CCC artistic papers and translations (AEG, AEM, CDC)
Domestic - CCC scientific papers (BDD)
Domestic - CCC/WoS/SCOPUS (ADD, ADN) - IF = less than 0.4
Domestic - CCC/WoS/SCOPUS scientific papers (ADD, ADN) - IF = at least 0.4
Foreign - professional CCC (BDC)
Foreign - scientific papers CCC/WoS/SCOPUS (ADC, ADM) - IF = less than 0,4
Foreign - CCC/WoS/SCOPUS scientific papers (ADC, ADM) - IF = at least 0.4

Publications in peer-reviewed journals (CCC - Current Contents Connect®), in journals registered in the Web of Science
(WoS), SCOPUS database; patent applications

Other - scripts and teaching texts (BCI), survey works (EAI)
(Domestic) - textbooks for secondary and primary schools (BCB), professional translations of publications (EAJ)
Domestic - professional book publications (BAB), art monographs/translations (CAB)

Domestic - scientific monographs (AAB)
Foreign - studies and chapters in scientific monographs (ABA, ABC)
Foreign - scientific monographs (AAA)

Creative activities in the field of science*

A1

A2

30

8,5
25
25
50

**/ If a publication from category C has more than one author, the total score will be divided among the co-authors according to their
author's share determined for the registration of the publication output in the Slovak Economic Library of the UE in Bratislava.

C**

B

5
10
25

32,5
15

37,5
50

17,5

Domestic - university textbooks (ACB)
Foreign - professional book publications (BAA), artistic monographs/translations (CAA)
Foreign - college textbooks (ACA)
Other book publications
Domestic - studies and chapters in scientific monographs (ABB, ABD)


